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The Joint Ministerial Statement on Investment Facilitation for Development,1 cosponsored by 70 WTO members during the Buenos Aires Ministerial Conference in
December 2017, shows that investment facilitation has emerged as an issue of interest
to a significant number of developed and developing countries.
The informal dialogue organized by the Friends of Investment Facilitation for
Development2 in the run-up to the WTO Ministerial was extremely valuable, as it made
clear that a strict focus on “facilitation”, leaving aside contentious topics like market
access, investment protection and investor-state dispute settlement, is an important
condition for discussions of the matter to progress multilaterally.3
Despite the growing convergence regarding the scope of the discussions on investment
facilitation, there is at least one issue that requires clarification, namely the distinction
between a multilateral approach to investment facilitation and the issue of investment
promotion.
Investment promotion and facilitation lie on a continuum. The basic role of investment
promotion through investment promotion agencies (IPAs) lies on one end, promotion,
although it might include aspects of facilitation. “Promotion” is based on disseminating
information about comparative advantages and investment opportunities, in order to
render one country more attractive for international investors when compared with other
countries. “Facilitation” aims at establishing common procedures for all WTO
members. Therefore, it would complement IPAs’ work from the other end of the
continuum.
When promoting a country as a FDI destination, IPAs generally rely on investment
portals or equivalent tools to help investors understand and navigate the institutional
and regulatory intricacies of host countries. This “facilitating” role is certainly important
and useful. However, there are other investment-facilitating aspects to be considered as
well.

Even if they enjoy an official status, IPAs are not necessarily full-fledged government
bodies. They may have a limited role in establishing procedures affecting investment,
potentially limiting their ability to address regulatory issues that may hinder investment.
Explaining and clarifying the regulatory framework to potential investors is not
tantamount to improving it. Enhancing the regulatory and institutional environment
(cutting red tape, eliminating useless procedures, avoiding overlapping requirements)—
the “facilitating effort” of countries—invariably requires complicated inter-agency
efforts that are heavily influenced by distinct bureaucratic cultures and legal
competences. It also depends on rule-making beyond the scope of competence of IPAs.
It is undisputable that the investment environment of each country is unique, as it is a
web of central, regional and local government institutions and policies. By focusing on
procedures, and not on any policy deemed “right” regardless of the peculiarities of each
country, a multilateral framework on investment facilitation would help address
concerns that are common to most countries in their quest to implement and maintain a
friendlier environment for investors.
Procedural inefficiencies represent a cost. Moreover, a “facilitated” institutional and
regulatory environment benefits not only foreign investors, but also the governments of
host countries, especially if based on a multilaterally agreed framework. It might
include elements like national focal points and single electronic windows, for instance.
National focal points would assist investors in overcoming practical difficulties in their
interactions with distinct agencies and enable contact with relevant authorities, with the
ultimate goal of ameliorating the business environment and fostering a sustainable
partnership between investors and host countries.
Single electronic windows are important tools to simplify authorization procedures and
increase the level of transparency of information affecting investments. They are not
necessarily the same as the investment portals of IPAs. Yet, investment portals can be
adapted to deliver single-electronic-window functions as well, e.g., by allowing the
completion of all administrative procedures related to making an investment, the paying
of all associated taxes and fees and the uploading of all documents required by different
agencies.
The enhanced coordination among different agencies in host countries can result in
important improvements in the procedures associated with incoming FDI flows. Equally
relevant for both investors and governments of host countries is the permanent channel
of communication designed to address complaints or grievances before they turn into
disputes.
Since the implementation of regulatory and institutional improvements can be
challenging, multilateral rules can act as an important catalyst for internal changes. A
multilateral legal framework on investment facilitation that includes adequate
provisions on technical assistance and addresses other development concerns can be a
game changer in any country. By helping facilitate investment in areas for which IPAs
normally do not have the competence to do so, a multilateral framework on investment
facilitation can become both a powerful complement to their work and a valuable
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instrument to improve the FDI environment. It can establish a common set of
procedures that levels the playing field regarding FDI attraction.4
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